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1. Establish the exact conduct 
- Ie handing contract with page missing; using the same name as another business  

2. Was it ‘in trade or commerce’ 
S 18 Consumer Law   

Employer and Employee 
Concrete Constructions v Nelson 
Facts: A construction worker (Nelson) alleged that a foreman of his employer (Concrete 
Constructions) instructed him to remove the grates from air conditioning shafts. The statement was 
untrue and cause the worker to fall through a hole and injure himself. Proceedings commenced 
under Trade Practices Act s52 (TPA).  

Held: Although Concrete Constructions may have done certain things in trade or commerce, when 
CC directed Mr Nelson to do work, that was not in trade or commerce. Employer argued that the 
misleading and deceptive conduct was not conduct in trade or commerce. Must be read in context of 
the act (ie consumer protection division, not workers comp). “internal communication by one 
employee to another in the course of their ordinary activities is not trade or commerce” Mason, 
Deane, Dawson and Guadron.  

However, it does not automatically follow that dealings with employees or subcontractors can never 
be conduct in trade or commerce.  

Barto v GPR Management Services  
Entered into a contract with an entity who was providing labouring services.  

It may be in trade or commerce when a building company enters into a contract with another 
company providing labour services. “conduct which would plainly be conduct in trade or commerce if 
carried out visavis a stranger ought not to lose that characteristic simply because the party happens 
to be an employee.”  

- conduct in the course of making an employment contract is done in trade and commerce, 
even when the contract was a variation made with an existing employee.  

- If the misleading statement was made in the course of or for the purposes of some trading 
or commercial dealing between the corporations and employee = TorC 

Property Transactions 
The vendor of property transactions not in trade or commerce (O’brien; Argy), but agents and 
solicitors are in trade or commerce (Argy) 
 

O’Brien v Smolonogov  
- Vendor selling a house. Appellants advertised part of their rural land in a telephone 

conversation between respondent, appellant made a misleading statement.  

Held: Court was satisfied that it was misleading or deceptive conduct. O’Brien was not liable because 
he sold part of his owner occupying land, which is not in trade or commerce.  

- Conduct was not in trade or commerce because was not in the course of carrying on a 
business and it lacked trading and commercial character.  
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- “the mere use of facilities commonly employed in commercial transactions cannot transform 
a dealing which lacks any business character into something done in trade or commerce.” 

Argy v Blunts (1990) ATPR 41-015, 26 FCR 112 
Facts: Argy was partner of major law firm, purchased a house paying over $3M. Brochure spoke 
about ‘unlimited redevelopment potential,’ however the zoning certificate (one page missing) said 
that you couldn’t build close to the water. Argy sues vendor, vendor’s solicitors and agents.  

Held: Court affirmed that a person selling a house is not engaging in trade or commerce. (Vendor 
was not in trade or commerce regardless of advertising and sale occurring by auction). Court found 
that agent and solicitor were acting in trade or commerce. Agent liable.  

- Consider the possibility of suing multiple people  
- The conduct of some parties in a commercial transaction may be in trade or commerce while 

the actions of others are not  

Religious Organisations 
Statements of belief not generally in trade or commerce 

A-G (ex rel Elisha) v Holy Apostolic Church (1989) 37 NSWLR 293 
Facts: Dispute between factions of a church of doctrinal nature.  

Held not to be in trade or commerce. It may be different if there was a case where the church leased 
out a property and engaged in misleading or deceptive conduct. (eg Ramage v Sharp) 

- Religious and charitable organisations do not engage in conduct in trade or commerce when 
engaging in their core activities 

Fasold v Roberts (1997) 70 FCR 489; Plimer v Roberts (1997) 80 FCR 303 
Facts: Roberts believed in creationism and wrote books and gave lectures and said remains of 
Noah’s Ark’s remains were in Turkey. Plimer was strongly opposed to creationism. Plimer sued him.  

Held: not in trade or commerce 
- Subject matter of the lectures were not in trade or commerce – not concerned with 

commerce; rather the promotion of creationism.  
- Consider factors incl: financial arrangements between lecturer and lecture hall, consumers 

obtained what they sought and what they paid for.  

The sale of business 
Beanery v Lubidineuse The conduct of a vendor of a beauty salon, when selling a business was in 
trade or commerce, regardless of whether P had previously bought or sold a business.  

Health cases 
E v Australian Red Cross Society  
E received a blood transfusion infected with HIV. E sued Rd Cross 

Held: Court concluded red cross was a provider of blood, although they charged for blood, it was not 
for a business purpose.  

- Court was satisfied that they were not acting in trade or commerce.  
- However did find the private arm of RPA, who charged fees in consideration of the supply to 

the applicant of nursing services inc lsupply of blood, was in trade or commerce, but they did 
not engage in misleading or deceptive conduct because they didn’t produce the blood.  
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Public commentator  
Public commentators do not typically make comments in trade or commerce. Where the public 
comments are directly (Robin) made by industry groups promoting their industry (Glorie;Tobacco), 
it may be made in trade or commerce.  
 

Glories v WA Chip and pulp 
Put advertisement on documentary ads engaging in misleading conduct. The screening of the film 
‘forests forever’ was conduct in trade or commerce – purpose of the film was to explain the basis 
upon which the forest department was managing a forest.  

- Produced as part of activities of the trade association of which WA was a member of  
- Imputus was for marketing purposes 
- PR exercise 

Tobacco Institute of Aust v Aust fed of Consumer Organisations  
Tobacco made statements that smoking wasn’t bad. Argued that it was making a contribution to 
public debate. Court rejected - Advancing it’s commercial objectives by saying that smoking wasn’t 
necessarily bad.  

- Court held conduct was in trade or commerce – all about advancing their commercial 
objectives.  

- ‘public statements which were critical of a particular product or industry were not to be 
categorised as in trade or commerce where the commentator had no commercial interest in 
making the comment.’  

Robin v Canberra International Airport 
Facts: applicant owned land near Canberra airport. Council approved rezoning of land for residents. 
Applicant alleged that the airport engaged in misleading and deceptive conduct in the course of 
making public statements in advertising concerning the effect of aircraft noise on residents.  

Held: The conduct is ‘one step removed from Glorie, here the conduct is not directed to the trade or 
commerce associated with the airport (ie not promoting the industry), it is concerned with the 
potential subdivision of the applicant’s land.  

- Statements in a public debate that do no more than indirectly promote commercial interests 
or are no more than being incidentally concerned with commercial activity are not ’in trade 
or commerce.’ 

Politicians 
Durant v Greiner 
NSW premier sued for contravention of Fair Trading Act – P stated that gov school would not be 
closed down, after election school closed down.  

Held: political speech not to be in trade or commerce – not in ‘any business of professional activity’. 

3. Was it misleading or deceptive conduct  
S 18 ‘a corporation shall not, in trade or commerce, engage in conduct that is misleading or 
deceptive, or is likely to mislead or deceive.’ 
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- Conduct is defined in s 2 ACL as ‘a reference to doing or refusing to do any act, including the 
making of, or the giving effect to a provision of a contract or arrangement, the arriving at, or 
the giving effect to a provision of, an understanding or the requiring of the giving of, or the 
giving of, a covenant.’  

Characterisation and determination of causation of claimed loss: Campbell v Backoffice 
- Characterisation is a task that generally requires consideration of whether the conduct, 

viewed as a whole, has a tendency to lead a person into error. Characterisation undertaken 
by reference to the relevant section of the public  - consideration of a notional cause and 
effect relationship between the conduct and the state of mind of the relevant persons or 
class Cambpell  

- When conduct made to a class – then characterisation is made with respect to a 
hypothetical individual Campbell 

- When conduct made to an individual – then characterisation is made with reference to the 
circumstances and context of the questioned conduct; state of knowledge of person who the 
conduct is directed at may be relevant.  

 

Cases against a competitor, rival or political opponent 
- Mere confusion does not = misleading or deceptive conduct Taco Bell 
- Evidence that an actual person has formed an erroneous conclusion is not essential Taco bell 
- Any misconception must arise because of the conduct of the respondent Taco Bell 
- Necessary to consider the likely audience and all within that audiene Taco Bell; World Series 

Cricket 
o However if the audience is the public at large: the question is whether a reasonable 

person within the audience would be mislead or deceived or is likely to be misled or 
deceived Parkdale; Nike 

- The words ‘misleading and deceptive conduct’ are given their natural meaning Parkdale 
- If information is true, comparative advertising is not misleading or deceptive conduct Gillette 
- Modc need not be intentional Hornsby Building Centre 

 

Taco Bell case  
consider the whole audience; higher than ‘mere confusion;’ likely to mislead or D 
Facts: Bondi Taco Bell sued American Taco Bell for breach of s 52 TPA. American Taco bell cross-
claimed.  

Held: Question asked: whether there exists in the minds of the relevant section of the public a belief 
in the connection between the American company’s restaurant and the Bondi’s restaurant.  

1. Identify relevant sections of the public (ie. Consumer of fast foods) 
2. Matter is then to be considered by reference to all who fall within the section including the 

gullible and unintelligent.  
3. Evidence that some person has formed an erroneous conclusion is persuasive but not 

essential – does not on it’s own establish that conduct is misleading or deceptive or likely to 
mislead or deceive.  

4. Inquire why the proven misconception has arisen – to determine whether confusion arose 
because of misleading or deceptive conduct of the respondent. (causation) 
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o The nature of the assumption will be relevant in determining whether conduct 
should be deceptive.  

o Conduct which produces confusion may be deceptive or misleading, however that 
alone would not suffice to be ‘misleading.’ 

It was sufficient to conclude that the conduct was misleading and deceptive and it is unnecessary 
to establish an actual consumer had made a mistake. -  

 

World Series Cricket v Parish  
necessary to consider the whole audience  
Facts: World Series Cricket created a “Super Test” tournament with a brochure which proported to 
suggest that the tournament was run by the Australian Cricket Board, when it was not. Spefically, 
the word ‘test,’ notion to professional cricket rules evoked a response that the reference was being 
made to the Australian Cricket Board.  

Held:  
- Taking into consideration the audience of the advertisement (Women’s weekly), it is likely 

someone would be mislead. – court must consider the likely audience and their knowledge of 
the subject 

Parkdale v Puxu 
 the reasonable person; plain and natural meaning 
Facts: Parkdale made lounges that looked similar to Puxu.  

Held: Parkdale had adequate labelling which a reasonable person would have understood to be 
different to Puxu’s.  

- Adequate labelling by a manufacture of similar goods to those manufactured by a 
competitor will be sufficient to negative liability. – adequate labelling determined by 
reference to the ‘reasonable’ prudent person.  

o Normal and reasonable way to distinguish one product from another is by marks, 
brands or labels.  

- The words modc are given their plain and natural meaning 
- Must be inducing or capable of inducing error (Parkdale)  
- Confusion not attributed to manufacturer’s conduct  
- Conduct is not confined to ‘not taking reasonable care’-  a company which has acted 

honestly and reasonably may be rendered liable if conduct has mislead or deceived.  
 

Campomar Sociedad v Nike International  
would a reasonable person be mislead? 
Facts: Campomar made a sports fragrance called NIKE sports fragrance.  

Held: using NIKE in that manner mislead public to believe Nike International was somehow affiliated. 
Applied Parkdale and Taco Bell.  

- Relevant test in relation to representations to the public is the ‘reasonable person’ test.  

Gillette v Energiser  
comparative advertising is not a contravention 
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Facts: Comparative advertising was used in relation to the superior power of Duracell batteries as 
opposed to Eveready batteries. Gillette compared its batteries with the 5th most powerful Energizer 
battery, failed to disclose that Energiser also manufactured an alkaline battery and failed to disclose 
price difference.  

Held: Provided factual assertions are not untrue an advertiser can lawfully compare products.  
- Characterisation of advertising as comparative does not have legal significance.  
- There is no legal or ethical obligation on a trader to publicise the full range of a competitor’s 

products and reasonable viewers would not think otherwise.  

Hornsby Building Info Centre (1978) 140 CLR 216 
 need not be intentional 
Facts: first HC case on misleading/deceptive conduct. There was a business called Sydney Building 
information Centre. Then Hornsby building info centre was created providing the same information 
as Sydney centre. Claim for misleading conduct because Hornsby centre name suggested affiliation 
with long established Sydney centre. 

Held: Misleading conduct need not be intentional. The use of the name was not misleading or 
deceptive – described the business accurately.   

Cases involving contractual relationship 
- Whether silence is mod is determined with reference to all the circumstances of the case 

Demagogue (not duty Henjo) 
- A failure of the purchaser to make inquiries will only excuse the vendor from liability if the 

failure has broken the causal nexus between the contravention and the loss (ie if they fail to 
discover something and that caused the loss rather than the modc) Henjo; Argy 

- Vendor of a sale can also be liable to the agent; an agent has the right to expect the vendor 
to disclose material facts Argy 

- Disclaimer clauses may limit liability; look at the document in conjunction with the conduct 
as a whole Butcher 

- Valuations can be modc McCleary – must prove the conduct cause the loss  
 

Henjo Investments v Collins Marrickville  
Silence can = modc; constructive notice; disclaimer clauses  
Facts: Collins bought a café paying $300,000 at the outset (and gave a mortgage of an investment 
property he owned at Potts Point for the other $200,000) = $500,000, for a lease for 5 years (paying 
for the goodwill). Business represented to take $21,000 a week. Collins saw the ad for sale, goes to 
the property and saw a bar, 39 tables and 120 seats. Window said ‘fully licensed.’ Employees of 
Collins Marrikville would make sure that they were taking $21,000 a week. Asked solicitor to check 
liquor and food licenses, but he didn’t do it and it turns out that is was not lawful to have people at 
the bar (loss of $$) and not as many people were allowed to sit at the tables.  

Henjo’s defences: the purchaser warrants that he has made his own enquiries and that he hasn’t 
relied on anything that had been told. Collins should not be entitled to proceed because Collins had 
constructive notice of the licence.  

Held: Section 52 is provision to protect the consuming public from unfair trading.  
- Misleading or deceptive are not synonymous.  
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- silence can be misleading or deceptive conduct where there is a duty on the representor to 
reveal a matter 

o Court looked at knowledge of the factors that would be misleading or deceptive if 
truth was not disclosed not good law see Demagogue 

- Court held Managing director to Henjo should be personally liable as well  under s 75B (now 
- In an action under modc the issue is whether the modc alleged continues to be operative in 

fact, regardless of the knowledge which might have been obtained had the solicitors 
conducted their investigations properly – constructive notice is not applicable.  

- Exclusion clauses cannot operate to negative liability; because of public policy and purpose 
of legislation to protect consumer  

Argy v Blunts 
Modc need not be intentional; take into consideration the whole of the conduct 
Facts: Argy was partner of major law firm, purchased a house paying over $3M. Brochure spoke 
about ‘unlimited redevelopment potential,’ however the zoning certificate (one page missing) said 
that you couldn’t build close to the water. Argy sues vendor, vendor’s solicitors and agents.  

Held:  
Agent: 

- In making the contract available for prospective purchasers the agent was taken to have 
represented that the contract was prepared by the solicitor but not that the matter 
disclosed in the contract was correct – agent not liable for contract 

- Agent liable for brochure and advertisement that indicated ‘unlimited potential’ for 
development coupled with the “residential A2’ zoning left the reader with a clear impression 
that there was no limit to potential  

Solicitors 
- Only modc for the erroneous contract – annexation of a certificate to a contract can be seen 

to be a representation that the certificate is the whole of the contract 
Causation 

- a case may be imagined where an applicant is so negligent in protecting his own interests 
that there will be a finding of fact that the representation complained of was not a real 
inducement to his entering into the contract – causation would have been severed  

- even though Argy failed to attend to his own interests by reading certificate carefully; still 
held liable because the modc was a cause  

Demagogue v Ramensky (1992) 39FCR 31  
Silence as modc determined by all facts and circumstances  
Facts: Ramensky bought an apartment to be build off the plan. Demagogue was the developer, took 
about a year to build. Problem: the developer had not got an approval to cross council owned land 
that took people from the public road onto the common property. (ie you couldn’t get to your 
apartment). Demagogue argued that a right to cross the strip of land was not part of the property 
contract.  

Held: Only practicable vehicular access to land was over strip of public land; modc. When you decide 
whether conduct is misleading or deceptive by silence, you must consider all the facts and 
circumstances. Purchasers had a reasonable expectation of this access. Test is: consider all facts and 
circumstances (don’t consider duty to disclose).  
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Bullabidgee v McCleary [2011] NSWCA 259 
Valuations as modc 
Facts: 3 rice farms were sold and the vendor of the 3 properties sold the properties to purchaser. 
Purchaser turned up to the auction, made a bid as high as $3.4 million. Vendor wanted more money, 
presented 2 valuations of the property as 4.14 and 4.28 mill. Valuers valued the property on a ‘per 
crop-able acre.’ Agent erroneously told the valuers there were 700,000 crop-able acres, however 
only 5325 were only crop-able.   

Held: characterisation of conduct as mod is to be taken from all the circumstances; conduct of Mr 
Mcleod was misleading carried a representation as to the reliability of the valuations; reliability and 
valuations were crucially flawed.  

- The existence of the references to valuations rough about a significant increase in price that 
Mr Tayles was willing to pay; conduct relied upon.  

- Once it has been shown that, in reliance on modc, the contract was entered, onus on D to 
show that P would have entered into the contract regardless.  

Butcher v Lachlan Elder (2004) HCA 60, 218 CLR 592 
Disclaimer clauses; characterising conduct vs causation of claimed loss  
Facts: House on the Pittwater river, there was a swimming pool that was ugly. Butcher wanted to dig 
up the swimming pool and put a small plunge pool from the rear boundary. Received a brochure 
from an agent which presented itself as a land survey. Butcher attended 2 more times with a builder 
and an architect. Bought the pool thought that the boundary was the Pittwater high water mark, 
however the boundary is through the middle of the pool.  

Held: Those who found it not misleading focused on the  
1. nature of the parties: successful business, real estate agent was a humble party.  
2. Nature of the transaction. 
3. Contents of the brochure.  
- A ‘careful reader’ or ‘reasonable purchaser’ test should be applied to disclaimer clauses  

o The disclaimer was there to be read; wasn’t too small 
o Reasonable purchaser would have read the whole doc considering it’s brevity and 

importance 
- McHugh indicates that the conduct dealt with under s 52 is not confined to representations.  

o The question of whether conduct is mod is determined by reference to the alleged 
conduct in light of surrounding circumstances  

o Objective question 
o Where alleged contravention relates to a document the effect of the document 

must be examined in the context of the evidence as a whole. Incl preparation; 
distribution of the document and any statement action or silence. Affirmed in 
Cambpell; Google 

Kirby dissented, focusing on the commercial and advertising nature of the brochure.  

Finance Providers 
Arbest v State Bank (1996) ATPR 41-481 
Facts: Couple called Patsiadis, who migrated to Australia as young people. The were small business 
owners, did all their banking with one bank. State banking financed all the businesses. George 
bought a group of shops and his bank loaned the money for stamp duty, shops and architects and 
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engineers and payout for a lease without loan agreements or mortgage. Bank says ‘as an act of good 
faith, give us a mortgage of the house’ (leant 1mill +). Bank refused to give the money, demanded 
immediate repayment, Patsiadis sued for misleading and deceptive conduct.  

Held: Trial judge erred in concentrating on the nature of the representations made by the bank – 
look at the whole circumstances. He did not accord appropriate significance between the appellants 
and the bank’s pre-existing relationship which encouraged lending money.  

- No word of clear warning was given, the rug was pulled from under them.  
- Misleading or deceptive conduct must be considered by looking at all the facts and the 

circumstances  

Foreign Currency Loans 
Bankers that fail to properly explain the risks of a foreign currency loan engage in modc 

Chiarabaglio v Westpac (1989) ATPR 40-877; 40-971 
Facts: encouraged customers to borrow money in foreign currency at a lower interest. Chiarabaglio 
asked for a small loan – not a foreign loan, no understanding of foreign loans and did not have very 
good english. Banker persuaded Chiarabaglio to take out a foreign currency loan in Japanese Yen. 
Agreed to take foreign loan. AUS dollar depreciated, lost money.  

Held: Court re-wrote the loan in AUS dollars at AUS dollar interest rates. Court has power to make 
such orders that they think appropriate.  

- Failed to properly explain the risks pf a foreign currency loan; even though banker was 
acting as an adviser 

- Had a pre-existing relationship 
- Misrepresentation = that it was good business to borrow offshore in the sum of $500,000; 

there was no significant risk in an offshore loan 
- While they could have paid off the loan earlier; conduct was still a cause of the loss 

Spice v Westpac (1989) unreported Foster J, 1 September, 1989; (1990) ATPR 41-024 
Facts: Spice was a solicitor with some understanding of foreign currency loans. Asked ‘whats the 
catch,’ said ‘there is no catch.’ Attempted to argue that once Mr Spice discovered he was misled but 
did not immediately bring the loan back on shore, the chain of causation was broken 

Held: Chain of causation not broken 

Commonwealth Bank v Mehta (1991) 23 NSWLR 84 
Facts: Metha wanted a cheap foreign currency loan. He said he knew more about loans than the 
manager he was dealing with.  

Held: Mehta had conceded that he was not getting a full and complete explanation from the bank 
officer because of his statement above. If the borrower knows he is not getting a complete 
explanation, he is not relying on what the bank has said in the offer.  

- When there is a finance provided it is regulated by the Corporations Law 1071H 

Leases and Tenants 
Cohen v Centrepoint (1982) ATPR 40-289 

Mr Figgins v Centrepoint (1981) 36 ALR 23 

Waltip v Capalaba Park (1989) ATPR 40-975 
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Brown v Jam Factory (1981) 35 ALR 79 
Facts: Tenant enters into a lease, for a new shop. He is told that all the shops have been rented out 
already. When it opened, it was more than half empty. Claimed misleading and deceptive conduct. 
Only 25 of 57shops were open for business.  

Held: misleading or deceptive conduct (that it was fully rented) 
- judge observed the tenant was inexperienced and not all of the trading losses should be 

attributed to the landlord. Judge applied a 20% discount on trading losses.  
- Conduct will not mislead or deceive a person having a conscious awareness of the true facts 

or correct information 
- The conduct was misleading/deceptive because it was represented that the centre was fully 

rented.  

Leda Holdings v Oraka (1998) ATPR   
Facts: lease of an ice cream booth. Agents for the landlord talked up how popular the shopping 
centre would be. The tenant used an experienced negotiator to negotiate on it’s behalf, said it was 
going to be largely full when the shop opened (fair call at that point) but the shopping centre took a 
while to open and people pulled out of leases. Oraka argued that it was misleading not to correct 
what the agent said. 

Held: Because Johnston was an experienced negotiator, he had no reasonable expectation that the 
shopping centre would reveal the level of occupancy if it changes, as such failure to reveal 
occupancy does not = misleading or deceptive conduct.  

- No duty to disclose  
- (look at all the facts and circumstances) – unreasonable expectation that LL would have 

disclosed such information. (look to Demagogue) 
- The conduct of LL must be ‘the sort of statement that was likely to have an inducing effect 

on the minds of business people’ – Mr Johnson had ample means of obtaining info 
concerning letting of other shops.  

100F Australia Trustees (NSW) v Tantipech 
Facts: a tenant alleged that he had been induced to enter into a lease of a shop in a shopping centre 
in Chatswood. The agent handed him a promotional brochure which said the place was ‘80% 
preleased or committed’ and agent said the same thing in conversation plus more representations. 
Disclaimer clause stating that P was barred from suing 

Held: Disclaimer clause on it’s own will not amount to exception to liability. P was induced into the 
lease by the representation about the surrounding shops. 

Promises and predictions 
It is not MoD simply because a future promise does not come true Bill Acceptance Corp v G WA, 
approved in Forrest v ASIC [2012] HCA 39, Campbell v Backoffice Investments [2009] HCA 25. 

s4(2) ACL if you make a representation as to a future matter, it will be assumed you did not have 
reasonable grounds to say it.  

- The evidentiary onus is on the D to prove that a representation with respect to future 
matters had reasonable grounds s 4 ACL  

- If there was reasonable grounds; ordinary test for modc will still apply  
- If no reasonable grounds = modc s 4(1) 
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- Reasonable grounds is determined nu the degree of care taken by the promise when making 
a prediction 

o Eg Ampol Petroleum – owner of servo sold site and represented to the proposed 
franchisee that the franchise would be renewed 

o Bowler v Hilda agent represented property could be put to certain uses that it knew 
were prohibited = no reasonable grounds 

o ACCC  Top Snack foods -prediction did not fairly reflect the data available to the 
maker.  

Bill Acceptance 
Applicant contended that a contravention will occur if a promise/prediction does not come true. 
Respondent represented to the applicant that respondent would welcome ant assistance in 
exploring the potential of the sale of shares in a company. Respondent said that it would pay the 
applicant a fee of consideration if shares sold to applicant’s company. Respondent and company 
refused to buy shares.  

Held: no modc 
- There was a belief in the truth of the statements at the time they were made; therefore 

the mere fact it did not eventuate does not = modc 

James v ANZ Banking Group (1986) 64 ALR 347 
If a representation as to a future matter is made, it won’t be misleading just because it doesn’t come 
true,  but will be if the person didn’t honestly believe it to be true when they say it.  

Forrest v ASIC [2012] HCA 39 
Forrest announced that he entered into legally binding contracts with Chinese companies controlled 
by the government. ASIC were outraged that they represented that the contracts were binding. ASIC 
claimed Forrest knew that the representation was false because they could never enforce the 
contracts (because owned by Chinese gov).  

Held: Full court held a representation can be misleading/deceptive if  
- the person did not mean what they said when they said it  
- or that they had no reasonable grounds to say it.  
- Consider the audience when determining if the conduct is modc 
- The more informed the target audience, the more willing the court will be to tread the 

statement as an opinion vs fact 
The misrepresentation did not go so far to say that the contract could be enforceable. Considered 
the audience was investors, held that there was no evidence that investors would have understood 
that the contract will be binding. 
 

Wheeler Grace v Wright (1989) ATPR 40-940 
May be mod where the conduct is not properly qualified. Investment banker commended an 
investment in a gold mine to his customers using stats and reports, however did not mention the 
risks/down-sides outlined in other reports.  

- Honest belief is not enough  
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Campbell v Backoffice 
Statements of opinion does not contravene s 18 of ACL because they are inaccurate – opinion is a 
statement a person holds a belief in, not an assertion that that opinion is true.  

Global Sportsman  
A statement of opinion will contravene s 18 where the person at the time the opinion is expressed 
does not believe what is being expressed.  

Futuretronics International v Gadzhis 
A property was knocked down at auction to the defendant who refused to sign the contract or to 
pay the deposit. Vendor’s contractual action failed because it was unenforceable. Vendor argued 
that it was a failure to make good a representation that the bid was genuine.  

- Held D impliedly represented he would sign the contract when he made the successful bid  
- Had no reasonable grounds for making the representation 
- P could not recover damages because no loss flowed from any reliance by P of D’s conduct.  
- A breach of contractual warranty will only be held to be mod if it was in some way 

inaccurate (not just unfulfilled).  

Accounting Systems 2000 v CCH (1993) 42 FCR 470  
**may be able to run 2 claims if the representation is a warranty in a contract (ie for breach of 
contract & misleading/deceptive conduct), can sue not just the contracting party (12.21). 
 

- A promise or prediction is not misleading if it doesn’t come true unless  
- Didn’t believe in truth when said it  
- No reasonable grounds  
- Even if reasonable grounds, needs to be qualified  

4. Causation? 
Section 236 of ACL – suffered loss ‘because of  the conduct’ 
you must show it caused you to do something you wouldn’t have normally done. ‘a cause,’ not the 
sole cause.  

Actual reliance 
- The applicant needs to prove an actual reliance Henjo; however see Janssen for possible 

exception 
- The modc need not be the only factor contributing to loss Gould 
- If the representee has his own reasons for entering into the contract; uninfluenced by the 

representations then reliance is not made out Lam 
- 4 elements from Gould applicable but are not mandatory Henjo; inducement is not essential 

when proving causation of loss. 
- Eg of reliance: Payment by an applicant of a higher price when purchasing an asset  

Kabwand v NAB 
- The right to damages arises when the applicant has suffered loss ‘by’ the conduct that was a 

contravention.  
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- Where the court can be satisfied that the applicant would not have entered into the contract 
‘but for’ the misleading or deceptive conduct then the applicant will have discharged the 
obligation to prove actual reliance.  

- Must prove the error induced by the breach resulted in particular acts being done or 
refrained from 

- Sufficient link between reliance and the loss/damage claimed must be proved 
o Here P’s failure to take into account their own interests will be relevant.  

Gould v Vaggelas (1985) 157 CLR 215 
Facts: Vaggelas owned island resort, sold it t Gould. Vaggelas lied as to profitability and level of 
takings. Goulds succeeded in fraudulent misrepresentation.  

Held: Henjo (fed) (representation need not be the sole inducement but need to contribute – a failure 
to take reasonable care did not breach chain of causation), Lam (state) said that there is application 
for fraudulent misrepresentation in misleading and deceptive conduct. Proposed: 

- Representations made need not be sole inducement – just a cause 
1. If the representee does not rely on the representation, there is no case 
2. If a representation is made which is calculated to induce the representee to enter into the 

contract and the representee does enter into the contract, it is inferred they were induced 
3. The inference may be rebutted by showing that the representee knew the true facts and 

knew them to be true or made it plain he was not relying on the modc. 
4. The representation need not be the sole inducement 

Lam v Ausintel Investments (1990) ATPR 40-990 
Facts: Four seasons, Mr Lam had a 10% stake in the four seasons. In recession, wanted to sell out. 
Found that the people who had been relying on him to buy someone out didn’t reveal that someone 
would have offered more money.  

Held: Court found he had not relied on the failure to underline someone would have offered more 
money because he would have entered into the contract anyaw. To establish mod it is sufficient for 
an applicant to prove the respondents conduct was a factor in the decision by the applicant to enter 
into the contract, in this case it wasn’t. 

Rumpe v Camrol (1985) ATPR 40-522 
Facts: licenced restaurant, Camrol (owner) represented liquor licence was until 3am. Trial judge 
satisfied that by the time Rump was purchasing, he entered into the contract knowing that it was 
only licenced until midnight (Because he found out).  

Contributory negligence 
A lack of enquiry by an applicant or it’s agent does not negate reliance Henville 

Henville v Walker (2001) 182 ALR 37 HC 
Facts: architect, who became his own developer. Decided to buy a property, demolish house and 
build 3 apartments. Thought he could guess how much it would cost to build the three apartments, 
didn’t know how much he would sell the completed apartments for. Asks real estate agent Walker. 
Walker advised the sale to be $280,000 ea. Henville underestimated how much it would cost him to 
build.  


